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If TR is the class of triangulated graphs, a TR-formative dge coloring is a green/red coloring 
of the edges of a graph, such that the green graph is triangulated (i.e., belongs to TR) and the 
red graph has no triangles. Recently, Balas, Chvatal and Nesetril gave an O(I VI 5) algorithm for 
finding a maximum-weight clique in any graph G=(V,E) with a known TR-formative edge 
coloring. In this paper we give an O(AIEI) algorithm, where A is the largest vertex degree, for 
finding an edge-maximal subgraph with a TR-formative dge-coloring in an arbitrary graph G. 
This can be used to construct improved implicit enumeration procedures for finding a maximum- 
weight clique in an arbitrary graph. 
1. Introduction 
Let TR denote the class of triangulated (or chordless) graphs, i.e., graphs that 
contain no hole (chordless cycle of length >_4) as an induced subgraph. For an 
arbitrary graph G = (V,E) ,  we define a TR-formative edge coloring of G as a 
green/red coloring of the edges of G, such that the green graph is triangulated and 
red graph has no triangles. In a recent paper, Balas, Chv~tal and Nesetril [1] gave 
an O(11"] 5) algorithm for solving the maximum-weight clique problem (MWCP for 
short) on any graph G with a known TR-formative dge coloring. This result can 
be used to derive improved implicit enumeration algorithms for solving the MWCP 
on an arbitrary graph G = (V, E), provided one has an efficient way of generating 
subgraphs of G with a TR-formative dge coloring. Indeed, suppose that for some 
E' C E, the subgraph G[E'] = ( V, E') of G generated by E' has a known TR-formative 
edge coloring. Then the MWCP on GIE'] is solvable in O(I V] 5) time. Let K be a 
maximum-weight clique of G[E'] with weight w(K). If G has a clique K' with 
w(K') > w(K), then K' has at least one edge in E \ E'. Thus an implicit enumeration 
algorithm can be constructed that, as a branching rule, recursively replaces the 
current graph G by the collection of subgraphs 
G(A(et )), G(A(e2)) - el . . . . .  G(A(eq)) - {el . . . . .  eq_ i} 
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where {e I . . . . .  eq} =E\  E', and for any edge e, A(e) is the set of vertices adjacent 
to both endpoints of e, while G(A(e)) denotes the subgraph of G induced by A(e). 
The procedure for finding a subgraph with a TR-formative dge coloring can then 
be applied to each of the above graphs, while any graph G(A(ei))- {el ..... el_ j } 
that can be shown to have no clique of weight larger than w(K)-w(ui)-w(oi), 
where (u, o i) = e i, can be discarded. Naturally, the larger the subgraph with a TR- 
formative coloring that one is able to generate, the fewer branches are needed; hence 
one is moved to search for edge-maximal subgraphs, where we define the latter as 
follows: A triangulated subgraph G[FI is called edge-maxima/(with respect o set 
inclusion) if there exists no F'~ F, F'c_ E, such that G[F'] is triangulated. An edge- 
maximal triangle-free subgraph is defined analogously. Now if G[E'] is a subgraph 
of G with a TR-formative edge coloring [F,D], where FUD=E' and G[F] is 
triangulated while G[D] is triangle-free, we say that G[E'] is edge-maximal if 
there exists no F '~ F, F'c_ E \ D, such that G[F'] is triangulated, and no D '~ D, 
D'c_ E \ F, such that G[D'] is triangle-free. 
An implicit enumeration procedure of the above type was used by Balas and Yu 
[21 to find a maximum (unweighted) clique in an arbitrary graph. The Balas-Yu 
algorithm generates a maximal induced subgraph whose chromatic number is equal 
to the size of its maximum clique, and in which a maximum clique can be found 
in O([ V[ + IEI) time. G is then replaced by G(N(ol)), G(N(oz)- {ol }) ..... G(N(up)- 
{ol .. . . .  on_l} ) , where N(v)={u:(u,o)~E}, and the procedure is applied recur- 
sively. The computational results obtained on randomly generated graphs with up 
to 400 vertices and 30,000 edges indicate that the procedure is clearly superior to 
earlier algorithms that use straight implicit enumeration. 
In this paper we give an O(AIE[) algorithm for finding an edge-maximal (EM) 
subgraph with a TR-formative coloring in an arbitrary graph, where A is the 
maximum vertex degree in G. We first give an algorithm that finds an EM triangu- 
lated subgraph in an arbitrary graph (Algorithm I), then modify it to find an EM 
subgraph of G with a TR-formative dge coloring (Algorithm I1). Algorithm I is of 
interest in its own right. For an earlier algorithm for finding an EM triangulated 
subgraph see [31. 
2. Edge-maximal triangulated subgraphs 
Our algorithm for finding an EM triangulated subgraph of a graph is similar to 
the Balas-Yu algorithm for finding a maximal triangulated induced subgraph. Like 
the latter, it uses some ideas of a lexicographic breadth-first search procedure by 
Rose, Tarjan and Lueker [61 for testing triangularity. 
To explain the algorithm, we have to recall a few properties of triangulated graphs 
(see for instance, [5, Chapter 4]). If a graph is triangulated, so is each of its induced 
subgraphs. A vertex is called simplicial if all its neighbors are adjacent to each other. 
Every triangulated graph has a simplicial vertex [4]; it follows that a triangulated 
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graph has at most as many cliques as vertices. An ordering tr= (ol .. . . .  on) of the 
n=lVI vertices of a graph G=(V,E)  is called perfect if for i= 1 .. . . .  n, oi is sim- 
plicial in G({oi ,  oi+ 1 . . . . .  On} ). A graph is triangulated if and only if there exists a 
perfect ordering of its vertices. For some ordering tr= (o~ .... .  on) of the vertices of 
G, we say that vj is a successor of oi if oj and oi are adjacent and j> i .  If, in 
addition, k>j  for all successors ok of o~ other than oj, then we say that oj is the 
first successor of oi. 
We will use three additional known facts, established by Rose, Tarjan and 
Lueker [6]. 
Fact 1. A graph is triangulated i f  and only i f  the following algorithm produces a 
perfect ordering o f  its vertices: 
LEX P. Assign each vertex the label 0. For i = n, n - 1 ... . .  1, choose an unnumbered 
vertex o with (lexicographically) largest label, assign o the number i, and append i
to the label o f  each unnumbered vertex adjacent to o. 
Fact 2. An ordering tr = (o  I . . . . .  on) of  the vertices o f  a graph is perfect i f  and only 
i f  fo r  i = 1 ... . .  n, the first successor o f  oi is adjacent to all other successors o f  oi. 
Fact 3. Given a graph G = ( V, E) and a subset FC E such that G[F] is triangulated, 
G[F] is an EM triangulated subgraph i f  and only i f  there exists no e ~ E \ F such 
that GIFU {e}] is triangulated. 
As mentioned earlier, our algorithm for finding an EM triangulated subgraph is 
similar to the Balas-Yu algorithm for finding a MTIS of a graph. The latter proceeds 
as follows. Having assigned numbers (ranks) n, n -  1 ... . .  i+ 1, at the next iteration 
the algorithm chooses an unnumbered vertex o with (lexicographically) largest label. 
If the first successor of o is adjacent o all other successors, then o is assigned the 
number i, i.e., becomes oi, and i is appended to the label of every unnumbered 
vertex adjacdent o oi; otherwise o is deleted and the next vertex is chosen. 
A straightforward modification of this algorithm, with a view to obtaining a 
triangulated subgraph with as many edges as possible rather than one that is a 
vertex-maximal induced subgraph, would run as follows. Let F denote the edge 
set of the triangulated subgraph to be constructed and ~ the associated perfect 
ordering. 
0. Set F*--0, tr,-0, all labels ,--0, and i'--n = I VI. 
!. If i=0,  stop. Otherwise choose a vertex o with largest label and set oi~o, 
t:r'--(oi, oi + 1, ..., On)" 
2. Let w~ .... .  Wq be the list of successors of oi in tr. Put into F the edge (oi, wl) 
and all edges (oi, wj) such that je  {2 ... . .  q} and (w~, w j )eF .  
3. Append i to the label of every unnumbered vertex adjacent o o i, set i , - - i -  1, 
and go to 1. 
Let us call this procedure Algorithm 0. Since an edge (oi, wj) is included into F 
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if and only if wj is either the first successor of oi, or a successor of oi adjacent o 
the first successor, from Fact 2 tr is a perfect ordering in G[FI and G[F] is 
triangulated. Also, if any edge e=(oi, wj), not included into F by Algorithm 0, is 
added to G[FI, the vertex oi is not simplicial in the subgraph of G[FU {e}] ir~duced 
by {v i..... %}, and thus o is not a perfect ordering in G[FU{e}]. However, this 
does not exclude the existence of some perfect ordering in G[FU{e}I, i.e., 
G[FU{e}] may still be triangulated. In other words, Algorithm 0 generates a
triangulated subgraph that is not necessarily edge-maximal. 
Example. Consider the graph in Fig. l(a). Algorithm 0 assigns numbers 6, 5 ..... 1 
to vertices 1,4, 5, 2, 3, 6, respectively, with the labels shown in square brackets. For 
i = 6, 5, 4, 3, the edge (oi, wj) is added to F, for each successor wj of oi. When the 
number 2 is assigned to vertex 3, the edge (3,4) is deleted, since vertex 4 is not 
adjacent o the first successor of 3, which is 2. Finally, when the number 1 is 
assigned to vertex 6, the edge (5, 6) is deleted, since 5 is not adjacent o 3, the first 
successor of 6. The resulting raph G[F], shown in Fig. l(b), is triangulated, but 
not edge-maximal: adding the edge (5, 6) produces a triangulated graph with perfect 
ordering tr = (6, 5,4, 3, 1,2). 5 
(4) 5 
[6,5] 
G GIFI 
(1) 6[4,3,2] 1 (6) 
6 1 
2 (3) ~ 1  
~ ~ 3  (216,4] 5- 
(5) 4[6] [5,3] 
(a) (b) 
Fig. I. (a) Graph G, (b) subgraph G[F]. 
In order to avoid such situations, we change Algorithm 0 to the effect that 
whenever we delete in Step 2 those edges (oi, w i) such that (w I, wj)¢F,  we update 
the label of o i, make oi unnumbered, mark it, and return to 1. To make sure that 
when a vertex is chosen a second time (i.e., as a marked vertex) its newly assigned 
number is permanent, whenever we include a vertex o i into tr permanently, we 
delete the edges joining vi to those marked unnumbered vertices that have a 
successor not adjacent o oi in G[F]. This way when oi is chosen a second time in 
Step 1, it can be permanently numbered without further adjacency tests. 
Algorithm I (for finding an EM triangulated subgraph) 
0. Set F'-O, tr,-O, all labels '--0, all vertices unmarked, i -n=lV i ,  and go to 1. 
1. If i = 0, stop. Otherwise choose an unnumbered vertex o with lexicographically 
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largest label. If v is marked (unmarked), assign v permanently (temporarily) the 
number i, i.e., set r ico, a~-(vi, oi+ 1 ..... on), and go to 3 (go to 2). 
2. Let wl ..... wq be the successors of vi in a. Set 
F~-FU {(vi, wl )} U {(v i, wj)!j e {2 ..... q} and (w l, wj)e F}. 
Then if (vl, wj) e F for j = 2 ..... q, make the number of vi permanent and go to 3. 
Otherwise, for every je  {2 ..... q} such that (vi, wj)~F, delete (vi, wj) and delete 
from the label of vi the number of wj. Then make v = vi unnumbered, i.e., delete 
vi from a, mark v and go to 1. 
3. For every unnumbered unmarked vertex u adjacent o vi, append i to the 
label of u. 
For every unnumbered marked vertex x adjacent o vi, if (vi, w)• F for every 
numbered vertex w such that (x,w)eF, set F~-FU{(vi, x)} and append i to the 
label of x. If there exists a numbered vertex w such that (x ,w)eF but (vi, w)¢F, 
delete the edge (vi, x). Then go to 1. 
Next we prove the validity of the algorithm. 
Proposition !. The subgraph G[F] generated by Algorithm I is triangulated. 
Proof. We claim that every permanently numbered vertex vi is simplicial in the 
subgraph of G[F] induced by vi, v,~l ..... on. The claim is trivially true for v,,. 
Suppose it is true for on, on-l ..... oi+l, and consider vi. If the number of vi was 
made permanent in Step 2, then every successor w./, j = 2 ..... q of vi was found to 
be adjacent in G[F] to w I, the first successor of vi; hence from Fact 2 and the 
induction hypothesis, vi is simplicial in the subgraph induced by {vi ..... on}. If vi 
was permanently numbered in Step 1, then vi was marked. Its successors at the 
time of marking were found in Step 2 to be adjacent o each other in G[F]. The 
vertices that became successors of vi after the marking of vi were found in Step 3 
to be adjacent in G[F] to all other successors of vi. Hence in this case, too, v i is 
simplicial in the subgraph of G[F] induced by vi ..... vn. 19 
To show that the triangulated subgraph G[F] is edge-maximal, from Fact 3 it 
suffices to prove that for every eeE\  F, the graph G[FU {e}] is not triangulated. 
Proposition 2. For any e e E \ F, G[FU {e}] is not triangulated. 
Proof. From Fact 1, G[FU{e}] is triangulated if and only if LEX P produces a
perfect ordering of V in G[FU {e}]. Applying LEX P to G[F] produces the same 
ordering of V as applying Algorithm I to G, except for possible differences in 
breaking ties when choosing among equal labels. Assuming use of the same tie- 
breaking rule (independent of the vertex degrees), the two orderings are obviously 
the same. Now let e = (u, v), with the number (rank in a) of u higher than that of 
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o. Then if i was the number assigned to o when it was first chosen (as an unmarked 
vertex), the segment (oi+ ~, ..., on) of a is the same as the corresponding segment of 
the ordering produced by LEX P in G[F], hence in G[FO {e}]. Since e = (u, o) was 
deleted by Algorithm I, this segment contains u and some vertex w adjacent o 
o= oi, such that (u, w)CF. Hence oi is not simplicial in the subgraph of G[FU {e}] 
induced by (oi .... .  Vn), i.e., the ordering produced by LEX P in G[FU {e}] is not 
perfect. 
Proposition 3. Algorithm I runs in O(AJE[) time. 
Proof. Rather than finding a largest label every time Step 1 is entered, it is more 
efficient to keep the unnumbered vertices ordered iexicographically according to 
their labels and update this ordering every time a label is changed. Then Step l can 
be executed in constant ime. 
Keeping a lexicographic ordering of the unnumbered vertices requires two kinds 
of updates: after appending a number to (the end of) a label, and after deleting one 
or several numbers from a label. The first kind of update takes at most deg o 
comparisons of label entries, while the second kind takes at most/1 deg o compa- 
risons of label entries, for a vertex o. 
Since a vertex is chosen in Step 1 at most twice, the algorithm is iterated O([ V]) 
times. Step l thus requires O(] VJ) time throughout the Algorithm. Step 2 requires 
O(dego) time to check whether the first successor of o is adjacent to all the 
others, and O(d deg o) time to update the lexicographic ordering whenever some of 
the edges have been deleted. Thus throughout he Algorithm, Step 2 takes 
O(A ~ (deg o : o ~ V)) = O(A [E l) time. Finally, Step 3 takes O(A deg o) time to check 
for all marked unnumbered vertices x adjacent o o, whether (o, w) e F for all w such 
that (x, w) e F, and again O(A deg o) steps to update the labels of all unnumbered 
neighbors of o and update the lexicographic orderings. Thus throughout he 
Algorithm, Step 3 takes O(A[E]) time. [] 
An efficient implementation f the lexicographic ordering and its updating, of the 
kind described, for instance, in [5, Section 4.4], makes it possible to obtain sharper 
bounds on these operations than the ones given above. In particular, one can use 
a queue Q of sets SL, where SL is the set of vertices with label L, represented by a 
doubly linked list. Updating Q when a number is appended to the label of o can then 
be done in constant ime. Also, updating Q when some numbers are deleted from 
the label of o can be done in O((log2d)deg o) time by using bisection. As a result, 
the time spent on updating the lexicographic ordering throughout the Algorithm can 
be reduced from O(dJE]) to O((log2d)]E]). This, however, does not affect the 
complexity of the Algorithm as a whole, since the adjacency tests required by 
Step 3 still take O(AJE]) time. 
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3. Edge-maximal TR-formative subgraphs 
A straightforward method for finding an EM triangle-free subgraph G[D] of a 
given graph G = (I/, E) is to initialize the edge set D as empty, then examine very 
edge of E in some arbitrary order and put it into D if and only if this does not create 
a triangle in D. Examining an edge from this point of view requires O(A) steps, 
hence the whole procedure resquires O(AIEI) steps. 
The algorithm described below incorporates this procedure into Algorithm I by 
modifying the latter to the effect that whenever an edge is not included in F, it is 
included in D if this does not create a triangle in G[D]. As a result, the algorithm 
constructs in parallel an EM triangulated subgraph G[FI of G, and an EM triangle- 
free subgraph G[D] of G[E\ F]. The resulting subgraph G[FUD] of G is then EM 
TR-formative. 
Algorithm !! (for finding an EM TR-formative subgraph) 
0. As in Algorithm I, with the addition of "D,- -0".  
1. As in Algorithm I. 
2. Like Step 2 of Algorithm I up to and including the instruction "go to 3". 
Replace the rest of that Step by the following: 
" I f  for somej~ {2 ..... q}, (vi, wj)¢F, delete from the label of oi the numbers of 
all such w/, make v = oi unlabeled, i.e., delete oi from a, and mark o. For every 
j~  {q,q-1 ..... 2} such that (oi, wj)¢F, if there exists no numbered vertex u such 
that (u, w./) e D and (u, oi) ~ D, set D,-- DU {(oi, wj)}; otherwise delete (oi, wj). Then 
go tO 1 ."  
3. As in Algorithm I, with the instruction "delete the edge (oi, x)" replaced by 
"proceed as follows: if there exists no numbered vertex u such that (u, x )e  D and 
(u, vi ) ~ D, set D~ DU { (oi, x)}. Otherwise delete (oi, x)." 
Proposition 4. Algorithm H generates an EM subgraph of G with a TR-formative 
edge coloring in O(AIEI) time. 
Proof. The algorithm produces the same set F as Algorithm I, hence G[F] is EM 
triangulated. An edge (o, w) e E \ F is put into D if and only if o and w are not both 
adjacent o some vertex in the current graph G[D]; hence the resulting G[D] is an 
EM triangle-free subgraph of G[E\ F], and G[FUD] is an EM subgraph of G with 
a TR-formative coloring. 
The complexity of the additional operations, namely of checking before adding 
an edge (o, w) to D whether o and w have a common neighbor in G[D], is O(A) for 
every edge (o, w), hence O(AIEI) for the whole algorithm, which is the same as for 
the rest of the Algorithm. [] 
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4. An example 
We illustrate Algorithm II on the graph G = (V, E) with 15 vertices, where vertices 
i and j  are joined by an edge if and only i f j  = i_+ k (mod 15) for k = 3, 4, 5, 6. In other 
words, G is 8-regular and symmetric; the vertices adjacent o 1 are 4,5,6,7 and 
10, 1 1, 12, 13; those adjacent o 2 are 5, 6, 7, 8, and 1 1, 12, 13, 14; etc. 
The graph G is shown in Fig. 2. Table I lists the vertices according to their 
permanent rank in o, with their (final) lexicographic labels shown in square 
brackets. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show G[F] and G[DI, respectively. 
Table 1. The vertices of G, ranked and labeled 
Rank Vertex Label 
15 15 fl 
14 12 [15] 
13 9 [15, 141 
12 6 [15, 14, 131 
11 3 115, 14, 13, 121 
I0 5 [15,131 
9 4 115, 131 
8 I I [15, 101 
7 10 [15,9] 
6 2 I10,81 
5 8 [10,8,61 
4 I [9, 71 
3 7 [9, 7, 41 
2 13 I9,7,4,3] 
I 14 [9,71 
Algorithm II. Iteration 1. Since all labels are 0, we choose arbitrarily o15.- 15. We 
set a*-(ols)=(15), F*-O, D*-O, and append 15 to the label of 3,4,5,6, and 
9, 10, 11, 12. 
Iteration 2. We choose ot4.-12, set a'--(014,015)=(12, 5), F*--{(12, 15)}, D"--0, 
and append 14 to the label of 1,2,3 and 6,7,8,9. 
Iteration 3. We choose 013"--9, set o'*--(o13, o14, o15)=(9 ,12 ,15) ,  F*-{(9,12), 
(9, 15),(12, 15)}, D*-O, and append 13 to the label of 13, 14 and 3,4,5,6. 
In the next 4 iterations we choose o~2,--6, o~*-3, o~0.-5, and 09*-4.  At the end 
of iteration 7 we have o---(09 ... . .  o15)=(4,5,6,9, 12, 15), F={(4,9),(4, 15),(5,9), 
(5, 15), (3, 6), (3, 9), (3, 12), (3, 15), (6, 9), (6, 12), (6, 15), (9, 12), (9, 15), (12, 15)}, and 
D=0.  
So far every application of Step 2 has resulted in the addition to Fo f  all the edges 
joining oi to its successors in a. At the next iteration this situation changes. 
Iteration 8. We choose o8'-- 10, since vertex 10 has the lexicographically maximal 
label [15, 12, 10,9]. We set e*-(10,4,5,3,6,9, 12, 15). The first successor of 10 is 
09=4 , and for the remaining three successors, namely 15,6 and 5, we have 
(4, 15)~F, but (4 ,6 )~,  (4,5)~F. 
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1 
12 
9 8 
Fig. 2. Graph G. 
Hence we set F~FU {(10,4),(10, 15)}, delete 12 (the number of vertex 6) and 10 
(the number of vertex 5) from the label of o 8= 10, make 10 unnumbered (i.e., 
delete 08= 10 from a), and mark 10 (which wc will do by writing 10"). Thus the 
new label of 10" is [15,9]. Since neither 6 and 10, nor 5 and 10 have a common 
neighbor in G[D], we set D,--DU {(6, 10),(5, 10)} and return to step 1. 
o80--11, label (11) = [15, 12, 101, o*--(11,4,5,3,6,9,12,15). F,--FU {(11,5), 
(11,15)}, 11,--11% label (11"),--[15,10], D,--DU{(6,11)}. 
08"-11 *, label (11")= [15, 10]. Since 11 is marked, its number (8) becomes per- 
manent. We append 8 to the labels of the (unnumbered and unmarked) vertices 
1,2,7,8,14. 
Iteration 9. o7'--10 *, label (10 *)= [! 5, 9]. We append 7 to the labels of 1,7, 13, 14. 
Iteration 10. o6'---1, label (1)= [14, 12, 10,9,8,7], F , -FU{(1,  10),(1,4)}. 1,--1 *, 
label (1 *),-- [9, 71, D,--DU {(1, 12), (1,6), (1,5)}. The edge (1, 1 1) cannot be added to 
D since 1 and 11 are both adjacent o 6 in G[D], so we delete it. 
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G[FI 
12 
Fig. 3. Graph G[F]. 
06*--2, label (2)= [14, 12, 10,8]. F*-FU {(2, 11),(2,5)}. 2*--2 *, label (2")*-[10, 8], 
D*-DU {(2, 12), (2, 6)}. 
o6*--8, label (8)=[14,11,10,9,8]. F*-FU{(8,11),(8,5)}. 8.-8", label (8*)*-- 
[10, 81, D*-DU {(8, 12), (8, 3), (8, 4)}. 
06*---7, label (7)=[14, 11,9,8,7]. F*-FU {(7, 10),(7,4)}. 7*-7% label (7")*--[9,7], 
D*-DU {(7, 12), (7, 3), (7, 1 1)}. 
o6*- 14, label (14) = [13, 1 1, 10, 9, 8, 7]. F*--FU {(14, 10), (14, 4)}, 14,- 14", label 
(14")*--[9,7], D*-DU {(14,9),(14,3),(14,5),(14, 1)}. 
o6.-13, label (13")=[13,11,9,7]. F*-FU{(13,10),(13,4)}, 13.--13", label 
(13")*-[9,71, D*--DU {(13, 9), (I 3, 3)}. 
o6,--2", label (2")= [10, 8]. Vertex 2 remains permanently numbered 6. Each of 
the unnumbered vertices adjacent o 2 is marked. For vertex 8" with label [10, 8], 
Vlo=5, vs=l l ,  we have (2,5)6F, (2,11)~F, so we set F*--FU {(2, 8)}, label 
(8")*-[10,8,61. 
14, 
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\ 
11 
"8 
Fig. 4. Graph GID]. 
For 7* with label [9,7], 09=4 , 07 = ]0, we have (2,4)~F. Since 2 and 7 are both 
adjacent in G[D] to 12, we delete {(2,7)}. 
For 14", with label [9,7], D*--DU{(2, 14)}. 
For 13", with label [9,7], D*-DU{(2, 13)}. 
Iteration 11. o5"-8 *, label (8 *) = [10, 8, 6]. Vertex 8 is permanently numbered 5. 
Its unnumbered neighbors are all marked. 
For vertex 14" with label [9, 7], 09=4, v7 = 10, (8, 10)eF. Since 8 and 14 are both 
adjacent in G[DI to 3, (8, 14) is deleted. 
For 13 *, with label [9, 7], again (8, 10)¢ F, and nice 8 and 13 are both adjacent 
in G[D1 to 3, (8, 13) is deleted. 
Iteration 12. 04"- 1 *, label (1 *) = [9, 7]. Vertex 1 * is permanently numbered 4. 
Both unnumbered neighbors of 1 * are marked (7* and 13 *) and have label [9,71. 
Hence F*-- FU { (1,7) }, label (7 *) ,--- [9, 7, 41; F,-- FU { (1, 13) }, label ( 13 *) '--- [9, 7, 41. 
Iteration 13. 03,--7*. For the only unnumbered neighbor 13" of 7", with label 
[9, 7,41, F,---FU {(7, 13)}, label (13 *),---[9,7,4,3]. 
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Iteration 14. o2"- 13 *. 
Iteration 15. vl "-- 14". 
The original graph G had 60 edges. The EM triangulated subgraph G[F] has 34 
edges, while the EM triangle-free subgraph G[D] has 22 edges. Thus 4 edges of G 
had to be deleted to obtain the EM TR-formative subgraph G[FUD]: (1, II), (7, 12), 
(8, 13),(8, 14). [] 
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